Spaulding High School
2021-2022 Course Syllabus
Course Title: READ 180/Freshman English
Department: English
Teacher Contact Information: Angella Saldi
asaldshs@buusd.org | 476-4811, ext. 2212
Department Chair Contact Information: Sue Brennan
sbrenshs@buusd.org | 476-4811, ext. 2216

Course Description
READ 180 is a one-semester English course designed to support students in building the literacy
skills needed for success in high school and beyond. With a blended learning approach, the
program provides individualized and personalized instruction through adaptive software,
high-interest literature, and small-group direct instruction in reading and writing skills. The core
components of the system have been designed to address literacy and language problem areas
for improved reading comprehension and fluency. In addition to reading and writing, students will
have opportunities to practice and demonstrate proficiency in speaking and listening,
presentation, and language.
Units of Study/Workshops
The following units/workshops can be found in your ReaL Book and will mostly be completed in a
small group setting with teacher support. Each workshop consists of fiction and nonfiction reading
related to the topic or theme, as well as instruction and practice in comprehension, vocabulary,
writing, and conventions. NOTE: It is unlikely that we will get through all of the workshops before
the end of the semester.
●

Workshop “0”: Getting Started
○ Focus Question: What will your Read 180 story be?

●

Workshop 1: At First Sight
○ Focus Question: How do we know whether we can believe what we see?

●

Workshop 2: Who Am I?
○ Focus Question: What makes us who we are?

●

Workshop 3: It’s Your Right
○ Focus Question: How does the Bill of Rights continue to protect our rights today?

●

Workshop 4: D-Day
○ Focus Question: How did the Allies pull off the biggest land-sea invasion in history?

●

Workshop 5: To Mars and Beyond
○ Focus Question: What do scientists hope to learn from exploring outer space?

●

Workshop 6: Money Matters
○ Focus Question: How can you make and hold on to your money?

Texts/Materials
● Read 180 Universal, Stage C Student Application (online)
● Read 180 ReaL Book, Stage C (student workbook)
● Various independent reading books, worksheets, and digital media

NOTE: In the event of a lost or damaged book, the student and their parents/guardians are
responsible for replacement costs. The average cost of replacing a book for this course is $12.
Overview of Class Structure and Routines
Daily classes will begin with whole-group instruction, followed by break-out groups rotating
through the three stations outlined below:
●

Small-Group Instruction: This station consists of teacher-led differentiated instruction to
meet individual needs. Groups will work through a variety of Workshops in their ReaL
Books, including both fiction and nonfiction, practicing academic vocabulary,
comprehension, writing, and higher-order thinking skills.

●

READ 180 Student Application: This station provides individualized practice in reading,
spelling, vocabulary, and writing. Students work independently on the computer, and the
app automatically adjusts the level of difficulty based on current reading levels, ensuring
that each student is being appropriately challenged.

●

Independent Reading: In this station, students develop fluency and comprehension skills
through independent reading. Books are selected based on student interest and reading
level and progress is monitored through a variety of assessment tools.

Learning Tasks
● Those assignments not designated as assessments are considered “learning tasks” and
may include both in-class and out-of-class work.
●

Learning tasks serve to further your own learning, prepare you to fully participate in class,
and guide you toward proficiency in the course standards.

●

Completion of learning tasks allows your teacher to monitor and provide feedback on your
progress towards proficiency.

Assessment/Reassessment
● Standards and their respective performance indicators will be assessed using the
graduated system outlined below:
○

The first assessments for any performance indicator will be highly guided. This
means students will work toward demonstrating proficiency with support and
feedback. These are considered formative (learning) assessments and are essential
for feedback and growth.

○

The next assessments for each performance indicator will be less guided, but will
still contain supports to reach proficiency. These are also considered formative
assessments.

○

Students will then have an opportunity to show proficiency independently. It is
the independent (summative) assessments that determine a student’s overall
progress on each standard and ultimately their final grade in the course. With rare
exception, students are expected to complete learning tasks and formative
assessments before attempting a summative assessment.

●

Students will be allowed and are encouraged to reassess in order to reach proficient or
exemplary. This will become increasingly important with the independent assessments.
Students must discuss a plan for additional preparation prior to reassessment.

●

Reassessments MUST be done in a timely manner (within two weeks of return of the
original assessment). Please schedule an appointment with your teacher if you need to

review skills or conference about assignments.
COVID-19 Safety Protocols (these may change over the course of the year)
● Currently, our only restriction is that everyone must wear a mask over their nose and
mouth at all times while indoors (except when eating or drinking).
● I will be asking you to fill out a Google Form regarding your comfort level with various
scenarios, such as seating arrangements, group work, and eating and drinking in the
classroom. I will do my best to make sure everyone feels safe.
Other
Please
●
●
●
●
●

Classroom Expectations and Procedures
help maintain a safe, positive, and productive learning environment by doing the following:
Arrive to class on time and ready to work (with all needed materials)
Complete all tasks to the best of your ability
Comply with teacher’s phone/electronic device policy (see below)
Show respect—for yourself, the teacher, and your classmates, as well as for school
property and classroom materials. This should be a safe space for all.
Follow all classroom and school rules (see the Parent & Student Handbook)

Learning Expectations - The most important classroom expectation is that you participate in class
activities and attempt every task/assignment, knowing that continued practice leads to
learning and success. This includes both teacher-led group work and independent tasks (i.e.
independent reading and the student app).
Phone/Electronic Device Policy - While phones and other personal electronic devices have
important uses in the 21st century, they are not required for the successful completion of this
course. It is my expectation that all devices are silenced and out of sight for the duration of class.
Failure to do so will result in office referral(s). If you have an academic or critical need to use your
device, please ask first and be ready to explain what that need is.
Chromebook Expectations - Chromebooks should be brought to class and sufficiently charged.
During class, Chromebooks (and the school’s network) are to be used for academic purposes only
(not for games, videos, etc.).
Academic Support & Communication- Students have 50 minutes set aside every day for academic
advisory. This is when you should be accessing extra help, making up missed assignments, or
working on current assignments. Sign up on the white board if you would like to meet with me
during advisory (band A or C). Email is also a great tool for communication. I am happy to help,
but I don’t always know it is needed unless you advocate for yourself.
Hall Passes/Leaving the Room - In the event that you need to leave the room (to use the
bathroom, get a drink, go to the nurse, etc.), please ask permission and I will write you a pass.
There will also be a sign out book or electronic form to complete (details TBD).
In most cases, only one student is allowed out of the classroom at a time.
Food Expectations - TBD [Eating will most likely be allowed, but I want to find out what
everyone’s comfort level is with it first]
Academic Dishonesty
Students are expected to complete and submit their own work, and any known incident of
academic dishonesty is taken seriously.
● Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to copying work from another student
(past or present), sharing one’s work with another student, copying work from the internet
without proper citation and/or paraphrasing, or re-submitting previously submitted work.
● Infractions will result in office referrals and communication with parents/guardians for all
students involved.
● Infraction consequences may include:

○
○
○
○
○

Redoing the assignment
Loss of ability to earn Exemplary on indicators/assignments
Loss of embedded honors credit
Loss of eligibility for NHS or scholarships
Failure of the course

Grading: List of Assessed Course Standards
To achieve proficiency on each standard below, a student must meet the criteria listed within that
standard by the end of the year. To earn course credit, a student must be “Proficient” in Reading,
Writing, and at least one other standard. Additionally, students must demonstrate at least a
“Beginning” level on all performance indicators (no PI’s can be “No Evidence”).
STANDARD

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

READING:*
Students will comprehend, interpret,
analyze, and evaluate a wide range
and level of complex literary and
informational texts

● R.a. Cite evidence to support analysis
● R.b. Determine central ideas and themes
Demonstrate proficiency in at least one of the
remaining performance indicators:
● R.f. Determine author’s purpose/point of view
● R.g. Analyze Multiple Interpretations
● R.g. Participate in an out-of-class book group

WRITING:*
Students will produce clear and
coherent writing for a range of tasks,
purposes, and audiences.

● W.b. Write explanatory/informational essays
Demonstrate proficiency in at least one of the
remaining indicators:
● W.d. Use the writing process
● W.f. Use reflection/metacognition

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
Students will initiate and participate
effectively in a range of discussions,
responding thoughtfully to diverse
perspectives and expressing ideas
clearly and persuasively.

● SL.a. Refer to evidence from text
Demonstrate proficiency in at least one of the
remaining performance indicators:
● SL.b. Operate effectively in a group
● SL.c. Respond thoughtfully to diverse
perspectives

PRESENTATION:
Students will present information,
findings, and supporting evidence
conveying a clear and distinct
perspective.

● P.a. Develop a clear line of reasoning
Demonstrate proficiency in at least one of the
remaining performance indicators:
● P.c. Use audience/purpose awareness
● P.d. Use digital media to enhance presentation

LANGUAGE:
Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.

● L.a Demonstrate command of conventions
Demonstrate proficiency in at least one of the
remaining performance indicators:
● L.c. Determine the meaning of words/phrases
● L.e. Acquire and use academic vocabulary

* = Required Standards
NOTE: Students must demonstrate at least a “Beginning” level on all performance indicators to
earn course credit (no PI’s can be “No Evidence”)

Grading: 2021-2022 Overall Course Performance Grading Guideline (School-wide)
COURSE
PERFORMANCE
RATING

GPA
Value

Exemplary

4.0

Partially Exemplary

3.5

Proficient

3.0

GRADING CRITERIA
●
●

All standards are Exemplary or Proficient, AND
Majority of standards are Exemplary

●

All standards are Exemplary or Proficient, with at least
one standard being Exemplary

●

All standards are Proficient

●
●
●

All required standards are Exemplary or Proficient,
AND
Majority of standards are Proficient, AND
No standards are Beginning or Insufficient Evidence

Partially Proficient

2.5

Developing

2.0

●

Majority of standards are Developing.

Beginning

1.0

●

Majority of standards are Beginning.

Insufficient
Evidence

0.0

●

Majority of the standards are Insufficient Evidence.

*Honors and AP courses would add an additional 0.33 to the GPA score.

The guideline is used to assess an overall course performance. When the guideline
does not completely represent the situation, professional discretion will be used.

Guidelines for Incompletes:
● The student has extenuating circumstances.
● The student has arranged a reasonable plan with the teacher (such as a contract).
● Incompletes will be granted for a two-week period. Additional extensions may be granted
with the permission of the department chair if a student is making reasonable progress.

***PLEASE KEEP THIS DOCUMENT AND REFER TO IT AS NEEDED***

